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AUSTRIAN QUALITY 
COMBINED WITH 
ADVANCED 
TECHNOLOGY

NKE AUSTRIA GmbH is a premium bearing 
manufacturer with headquarters in Steyr, Austria. 
The company was founded in 1996 by a group 
of senior staff members of the former Steyr 
Wälzlager.
NKE manufactures both standard and special bearings 
for all industrial applications. Our core competences 
- engineering, product development, final processing 
of components, assembly, quality assurance, logistics,  
sales and marketing - are centralised in Steyr. The 
site is accredited with ISO 9001:2015 (design, 
development, manufacturing and distribution of bearings), 
ISO 14001:2015 and OHSAS 18001.

NKE bearings are distributed 
through international 
representative offices and 
more than 240 distribution 
outlets in over 60 countries.

We offer:
/  Standard bearings with a comprehensive stock range.

/  Tailor-made bearings for special requirements.

/  Technical service (e.g. consulting, documentation, 
   training etc.)

100% Austrian Quality
All NKE bearings are manufactured with state-of-the-art 
equipment. They undergo stringent and documented quality 
inspection. By using advanced testing and measuring 
equipment and applying a rigorous quality policy, we can 
guarantee that every single batch of bearings delivered is of 
the highest quality standards.

Bearings move the world
Ball and roller bearings are essential in today‘s world. 
Their usage is wide and are basic parts for many kinds of 
machinery. 

NKE Austria GmbH, in order to offer a complete range of 
bearings to its customers, regularly adds new products. 
The stock programme is continously changing and growing. 
Greater availability of different types and sizes is one of 
NKEs goals. 

In NKE‘s stock programme you can find:

Deep groove ball bearings 
(single and double row)

Washers

Cylindrical roller bearings 
including full complement

Conical sleeves

Needle roller bearings Four point contact bearings

Insert bearings Spherical roller bearings

Bearing housings Self-aligning ball bearings

Axial cylindrical roller 
bearings

Thrust ball bearings

Spherical plain bearings Angular contact ball 
bearings  
(single and double row)

Cam and track rollers,  
cam and track followers

Cylindrical roller thrust 
bearings

Locknuts Tapered roller bearings

Many of the advantages of rolling element bearings are:

/  Less starting torque, energy conservation

/  Capability to take on combined radial and axial loads

/  Greater load carrying capabilities

/  Maintainance free, sealed “for-life” design

/  Reduced lubricant oil consumption

/  Precise guidance of shafts

/  Suitable for greater operating temperatures

Bearings are versatile and have contributed to change the 
world and make it as technologically advanced as it is today. 
Indeed, bearings move the world. The perfect combination of 
quality and experience in NKE bearings, are the ideal choice 
for our distributors: We are experts in bearing solutions!


